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This recent string of Diablo
driven fires, though, is not
pegged primarily to a change
in the wind, scientists say. It’s
about changes in other fac
tors, namely a longer dry
season and increasing temper
atures — both products of

climate change — and winds
are exploiting these changes.

“If the rains begin later or
it’s warmer, it means the
winds have more potential to
cause extreme wildfire behav
ior,” said Daniel Swain, a
climate scientist at UCLA.
“This year and last year we’ve
seen examples of this. Had the

same wind we’re seeing now
occurred after an early season
rain, the consequences would
not have been the same.”

Gusts of nearly 100 mph
blasted some peaks in the Bay
Area last weekend, according
to the National Weather Ser
vice. The powerful winds,
which propelled the sprawling

Kincade Fire as well as small
er blazes in Lafayette, Vallejo,
Crockett and elsewhere, died
down a bit Monday but re
turned Tuesday, although not
as swift.

The recent winds were the
result of cold weather east of
California over the Great Ba
sin, mostly in Nevada and
Utah, Swain said. Cool, high
pressure air hanging above
the high desert runs in con
trast to a warmer lowpres
sure system along the Pacific
Coast, creating the pressure
differential that’s the recipe

for Diablo winds.
These powerful offshore

flows, which are meteorologi
cally similar to the Santa Ana
winds in Southern California,
move over the Sierra Nevada
and coastal mountains, and
gain heat and speed as they
approach the ocean.

They typically occur in fall
and winter, when cold weath
er is common in the Great
Basin.

Alexander Gershunov, a
research meteorologist at UC
San Diego’s Scripps Institution
of Oceanography who studies

HowDiablowinds heighten
dangers of longer dry season
Winds from page A17

There’s little doubt that wildfires are worsening in California. Seven of the state’s 10 most destructive fires have occurred over the past five years.
Five of the 10 biggest fires have occurred this decade. No single factor is driving the trend, and fire experts continue to debate the principal rea
sons. But it’s clear that many circumstances have converged to create a deteriorating situation. Here are some drivers of the problem.

WhyCalifornia continues to burn
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1 High pressure builds
over the Great Basin.
Winds flow in a
clockwise direction

2 Jet stream adds
to downward push
of strongwinds

3 Hot and dry
offshore winds
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Mount Diablo

Santa Ana

4 High-pressure wind cascades over the
Sierra Nevada. The air is compressed,
increasing temperature and reducing humidity.

5 Winds come into
contact with warm
Central Valley air,
increasing its
temperature.

6 Squeezing through
canyons and gaps of
the coastal mountain
ranges, wind speed is
dynamically increased
to over 40mph.

7 The excessive
wind can cause
power lines to
topple and
spark, setting
fires.

4 High-pressure wind cascades over
Sierra Nevada. The air is compressed
increasing temperature and reducing

tact with warm
tral Valley air,
reasing its
perature.
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Global warming
Hotter, drier weather has primed California’s hills and valleys for
burning. The result is a longer fire season — now, it’s not un
common to have wildfires in November and December.

Drought
California’s landscape hasn’t fully recovered from this decade’s
fiveyear drought, and dead and dying trees remain ready kin
dling for fire. With climate change, future dry spells are expect
ed to become only
more intense. Bark
beetles have thrived
in drought years
and hastened tree
mortality.

Poor forest
management
Decades of fire suppres
sion, which helped
reduce fires in the short
term, have resulted in a
buildup of dense, un
healthy vegetation. This
has made recent fires
more severe, and plenty
of builtup fuel remains
for future fires. Forestry
experts recommend
thinning trees and
lighting prescribed
burns to reduce
the hazard,
though those
efforts have
lagged.

Offshore winds
There have always been
occasional blasts of warm
winds — known as Diablo
winds — during fall and
winter in Northern Califor
nia. These gusts can ap
proach hurricane strength.
As the state’s fire season has
extended into late fall, Dia
blo winds are becoming
more likely to blow during
wildfires.

Development
More people are living
in fireprone areas.
Their homes are not
only in harm’s way but
make largescale forest
management, such as
prescribed burning,
more difficult. The Bay
Area’s pricey real
estate has prompted
more people to move
to exurban and rural
areas, where fire
risk is higher.

By Kurtis Alexander and John Blanchard
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Invasive species grow
in burned areas
Grasses:Wild oats, rye grasses,
iant reed, pampas grass, crimson
fountaingrass
Plants:Mustard, filarees, fennel
and thistles
Trees: Saltcedar, acacias
and eucalyptus

Regrowth of weeds
While wildfires are generally good for the health
of California’s wildlands — they clear out dense,
debilitated vegetation — they can also create room
for invasive grasses and brush to move in. Often,
these newcomers are more prone to burning.

ZONE 1
Clear dead leaves and plants fromwithin
30 feet of the home. Trim tree limbs to at
least 6 feet above the ground. Clear all
dead limbs, leaves and other vegetation
from the roof and rain gutters.

ZONE2
In the area within 100 feet from the home,
cut grass to amaximum height of 4 inches.
Allow ample space between trees and
shrubs so flames won’t jump easily between
them. Consult a landscape specialist to
learn howwide that space should be— it
varies from yard to yard.

Keep tree branches
10 feet away from your
chimney and other trees.
Remove any dead
branches hanging over
your roof.

10 feet

Create fire-safe zones
using stone walls, patios,
decks and roadways. Use
rock, mulch, flowerbeds
and gardens as ground
cover for bare space and
as effective firebreaks.

30 feet

100 feet

How to create a defensible zone
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Power lines blown by strong
winds or toppled by trees can
throw sparks and set fires.
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Vulnerable homes
Most homes in California are not
designed to withstand fire. Building
codes developed in 2008 require
new homes to incorporate protective
features, but most of the state’s
housing stock was built long before
the rules took effect. Retrofitting can
be very expensive.

PG&E infrastructure
Many recent fires, including the deadly 2018 Camp Fire in
Butte County, were sparked by faulty electrical equipment.
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. has said its grid is not prepared
for worsening fire conditions, and fireproofing its 125,000
miles of power lines is both expensive and timeconsuming.

Carbon from
burning trees
When trees burn, they re
lease carbon dioxide, which
accelerates global warming
and makes forests even more
likely to burn in the future.
The loss of trees also means
losing the valuable carbon
absorption they provide.
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the Santa Anas and Diablos,
said there’s been no detectable
increase in the speed or preva
lence of wind in recent de
cades.

In fact, Gershunov expects
winds to calm in coming years
with climate change. His re
search suggests that increas
ingly higher temperatures east
of California will decrease the
pressure gradient responsible
for offshore flows. One of his
latest papers projects Santa
Anas to be 18% less frequent
by the end of the century.

Offshore winds, however,

will continue to pose a fire
threat, he said, and probably a
bigger one. The winds will
increasingly overlap the dry
season, which scientists say
will get longer in coming de
cades, and more than make up
for the expected loss of wind,
as far as fire danger goes.

“Dry vegetation will persist
into the late fall and early
winter, when the dry winds
peak,” Gershunov said.
“You’re more likely to have
wind events driving fires, and
that’s what we’re seeing now
in California.”

Over the weekend, the Dia
blo winds in and around So
noma County, where the Kin
cade Fire exploded, were on
par with what the area saw
when multiple fires broke out
the week of Oct. 8, 2017. The
October Wine Country fire
storm resulted in more than
40 deaths and thousands of
homes burned.

At a weather station near
Geyserville, 76 mph gusts
were recorded last Sunday, the
same speed measured during
the 2017 fires, while in Santa
Rosa, 68 mph gusts were re

corded Sunday compared with
63 mph in 2017, according to
Jan Null, meteorologist with
Golden Gate Weather Servic
es.

“This is about as close as
you can get between two wind
events,” Null said. “These are
near the top end (winds) in
strength that we see.”

While scientists don’t ex
pect increases in Diablo winds
over the long run, offshore
flows have been more preva
lent this year.

Swain, at UCLA, chalks it
up to atmospheric conditions

over the Pacific that have fre
quently locked in cool air over
the Great Basin and Inter
mountain West. He expects
the pattern to hold and fore
casts little chance of rain over
the next couple of weeks.

“At this point, I see no evi
dence that fire season will end
before midNovember,” he
said.

Kurtis Alexander is a San
Francisco Chronicle staff writer.
Email: kalexander@sfchronicle.
com Twitter: @kurtisalexander
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